5 Best Trading Apps in 2020
Instant mobile applications have made it vehemently easy for
businesses of any kind to work at the ease of fingertips. The
trading market has also been aided with mobile software and
applications for new-age investing and trading.

Online investments have taken the stage now and since the
Covid-19 pandemic,stock trading has become quite effectively
dependent on software therefore becoming an efficient tool for
businesses and tech-savvy investors. Investors can now get
instant access to data charts,rates and analytical data,etc.
making it easy for real-time streaming and management of
work.The top 5 trading apps are discussed below according to
their efficiency of use, trading tech and practicality.

TD AmeritradeThis trading application is the best a trader can
get.With amazing pricing,a variety of features, and being an
all-rounder,this application has it all for everyone.The
account has no requirements for a minimum balance and also
charges no fees for trading stocks and ETFs.The app includes
various tradable assets including stocks,mutual funds,and
bonds to name a few.The application is also very beginnerfriendly and provides a large research base for its users.

E*TRADEThis app is also considered an all-rounder and has been
considered for its ease of use.The app provides a very
beginner-friendly layout; the app provides an extensive
resource pool for Research,Education,Futures Trading and
Active Trading while working at a $0 fee for its regular stock
trading and ETF trade.

There is a variety of trading tools offered to the users of
this web-based platform which has been considered userfriendly and technologically sharp in providing tools like
real-time streaming,risk analysis and position management to
name a few.

Fidelity

Fidelity is an excellent platform for beginner investors. This
top brokerage application has a focus on long-term
investments; investments in retirement, education, and
brokerage are easily managed through this app.It has a sleek
and fine design which is best for navigation and usage
including a bug-free smooth experience for investors and
traders.

This app provides traceability of assets like stocks, ETFs,
fractional shares for investment, and others. It has been a
top recommendation in the areas of Research and Education for
traders.

IBKR Mobile

This app is a device and user-friendly Platform which provides
extensive trading options. It is a quick working app providing
features like portfolio management and order entry.Interactive
Brokers is considered the best platform for its services of
Day Trading, Mobile Trading, and Future Trading while it has
also been lauded for its Professional Trading for its users.

The new users also receive a special margin rate upon opening
an account.This app has made it easier for users to have a
global reach to markets in about 33 countries worldwide.

TradeStation Mobile

This professional application and trading platform
detailed layout and functionality.The app
technological efficiency, providing a variety of
features to the users.It is the best platform
Trading,Options Trading and Futures Trading.
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The application gives options of use by developing versions
for desktop, mobile, and web which are also device
variables.Sufficient Research recourses are also offered by
the platform with no monthly charges and free market data.

